
Keeping the Story Going – Enriching the Topic 

How does this program work? 
Pre-recorded video sessions allow you to introduce a topic and control the time, length and subject. All 
materials are available in your activity library and accessible to you 24 / 7, and there are no limits on the 
number of times you can use the materials.  

Small groups, large groups or individuals all benefit from watching the colorful narrated videos on 
age-appropriate topics that encourage reflection and recall. The topic is further enhanced through the use 
of music, art, Call & Response poetry, wellness & fitness, and family engagement. 

Keep the story going
Participants have positive experiences in different ways. Some are visual, some do better by hearing or 
listening and others are multi modal which means they shift between different techniques. Our activities 
are designed to keep the story going by incorporating multiple ways to experience a topic.

Five-Day Lesson Plan
A Five-Day Lesson Plan Template makes it easy to incorporate learning, creating, wellness & fitness, 
music, and laughing every single day.

The Celebration Flyer 
The bright and colorful celebration flyer is easily edited and can be used as an invitation or announce-
ment of all the great things that have taken place within your community or day club.

Music
The importance of music for persons living with dementia has been well established. Music and old songs 
are an important part of enhancing the lives of those living with dementia. Each EngAGE EnCOURAGE 
class includes a playlist of songs with links to YouTube videos that display the lyrics on a large screen.

You are the expert 
You know what your participants need to feel valued, loved and connected every single day. We 
help you with that by providing a single source for all activities: intellectual, fitness & wellness, 
and creative.  

Using EngAGE EnCOURAGE provides cognitive stimulation, health & wellness sessions, music 
playlists, Call & Response poetry, and opportunities for creative expression. Each month we 
follow a common theme of activities that help you extend the topic to include all participants.

A monthly membership includes excellent resources that you can use to support & educate 
family members. Blog articles and a live news feed with daily updates keep you informed.

EACH MONTH INCLUDES a variety of activities, including 
lifelong learning videos, creative workshop projects, music, and 
song lists & links, lesson plans, celebration flyers, recipes for 
preparing healthy snacks, and unlimited access to the Fitness & 
Wellness Library. 

Questions? Contact us at
Jennifer@alle-learning.com or call

602.418.5196

https://membership.engage-encourage.com/payment?product_id=2022-ee-free-trial&coupon=EEFREE



